
 
 
  

   

AcouSort AB reaches major milestone signing License and 

Distribution Agreement with Instrumentation Laboratory 

Lund, Sweden 8 June 2018 

 

AcouSort AB (publ) (AcouSort) today announced the signing of a License and Distribution Agreement with 

Instrumentation Laboratory (IL).  

 

After the successful completion of several joint feasibility projects exploring the application of AcouSort’s proprietary 

ultrasound-based technology for blood/plasma separation, IL will implement the technology to enable new features in 

some of its in vitro diagnostics systems.  

 

Torsten Freltoft, CEO AcouSort, comments: 

”This License and Distribution agreement with IL is a major first milestone for AcouSort in commercializing our ultrasound- 

based separation technology. The agreement is of significant value for AcouSort, with minimum royalty payments to reach 

several hundred thousand euro per year, but also important as a model for future license agreements within other application 

fields.”  

 

 

For more information about AcouSort, please contact: 

Torsten Freltoft, CEO 

Phone: +45 2045 0854 

E-mail: torsten.freltoft@acousort.com 

Information in this press release is of a kind requiring AcouSort AB to publish according to EU’s market abuse regulation. 

The information was provided by the above contact person for publication on 8 June 2018. 

 

 

About AcouSort 

AcouSort AB (organization number 556824-1037) founded 2010 is a medtech company based in Lund., Sweden focused at 

acoustic sample preparation and separation technology. AcouSort has developed a platform technology using 

acoustophoresis, which is an innovative method enabling the separation, up concentration or wash of biological cells or other 

particles for bioanalysis using ultrasound. Separation or wash of cells are central processes in handling blood samples or cell 

populations in the lab, and by implementing AcouSort’s technology it is possible to automate and implement these 

traditionally manual processes into point-of-care devices. AcouSort’s business model is to work with life science partners in 

order to implement the separation technology into their analytical instruments. AcouSort is listed at the Swedish stock 

exchange, AktieTorget. 
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